RSSAC Caucus Membership Application
Statement of Interest (SOI) Form

By submitting your personal data, you agree that your personal data will be processed in accordance with the ICANN Privacy Policy (https://www.icann.org/privacy/policy), and agree to abide by the website Terms of Service (https://www.icann.org/privacy/tos).

Please make sure to review Points of Consideration section under “How to Join” on the RSSAC Caucus web page before completing this SOI.

• Name: Wataru Ohgai

• Affiliation and current position:
  Japan Network Information Center (JPNIC) / WIDE Project

• Relevant qualifications:
  - DNS Operation
  - ccTLD/ccSLD authoritative server operator since 2021
  - hobby authoritative/recursive server operator since 2020
  - DNSSEC application development
  - Bachelor’s degree for this

• Motivation for membership in the RSSAC Caucus:
  Keep the Internet Autonomous, Distributed and Cooperated space but also keep everyone safe from the viewpoint of the root of the Internet.

• Indication of availability:
  I can use my 5-8 hours per month for RSSAC Caucus activity and can attend meetings in person or remotely.

• Formal roles (if any) and interests in the work of RSSAC:
  No formal roles, interested in any effort in keeping DNS automated but not destructible.

• Links where appropriate:
  - https://blog.jj1lfc.dev/portfolio/ (Only in Japanese)
  - https://www.linkedin.com/in/jj1lfc/
  - http://id.nii.ac.jp/1001/00214312/
  - http://id.nii.ac.jp/1001/00216944/